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To work in a team environment, and supply other team members with the help and 
support they require. Use my problem solving skills, and knowledge to provide and 
maintain a suitable and efficient work place.

EXPERIENCE

Dishwasher/Kitchen Helper
ABC Corporation - JULY 2001 – AUGUST 2001

 Clean and sanitize work areas, equipment, utensils, dishes, or 
silverware.

 Store food in designated containers and storage areas to prevent 
spoilage.

 Prepare a variety of foods, such as meats, vegetables, desserts, 
according to customers orders or supervisors instructions, following 
approved procedures.

 Take and record temperature of food and food storage areas such as 
refrigerators and freezers.

 Wash, peel, and cut various foods, such as fruits and vegetables, to 
prepare for cooking or serving.

 Place food trays over food warmers for immediate service, or store 
them in refrigerated storage cabinets.

 Portion and wrap the food, or place it directly on plates for service to 
patrons.

Kitchen Helper 
ABC Corporation - 2000 – 2001

 Greet customers, swipe students with meal plan via a resident card, 
accept, swipe, take money for guest that pay cash, give change.

 Keep dinning room clean, wipe, wash tables, sweep, vacuum floors.
 Maintain coffee, salad bar, sandwich , dessert bar.
 Prep, cook serve pizza and pasta dishes.
 Take and fill personal pizza orders Accomplishments The chance to 

interact with students and there families from all walks of.
 Chance to work special events for students and families such as 

Casino night, foam parties by the pool, late night dinning.
 Skills Used Communication skills, knowledge of the restaurant food 

items are labeled for children with food allergy.

EDUCATION
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SKILLS

Computer Hardware, Computer Repair, Resource Management.
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